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Editorial

EUREKA, many readers will have observed, comes but once a yeu

to keep up even this rate we have to bully everyone we know|)
write for us. We do not know everybody; but will the rest of you
please consider yourselves bullied, throw away modesty, andseri)
us something for the next EUREKA now?

Before you embark on this year’s articles andsharpen you)
pencils for the cross-number puzzle, may we remind you of sone —

of the people to be thanked for this number? Our contributors, 0! |
course—particularly the ones who did not need bullying; tli
Committee, who have spent a great deal of time on this issue

a special word for John Leech who has now prepared diagratiy
for four successive numbers; the printers who deal cheerfully ai!
efficiently with the eccentric demands of mathematicians; andthir
Senior Members of the University whose generous donations mike
all the difference to the delicate balance of income and expenditure

The Archimedeans

As the evening lectures are the main activity of the Archimedeatis.

the continued success of the Society is largely dependent on thie
generosity of the speakers in giving time andeffort to their prepara
tion and delivery. Weare indebted to Sir John Cockroft, Professar —
H. Levy, Professor L. J. Mordell, Professor W. W. Rogosinski, |
Professor F. J. M. Stratton, Professor S. S. Wilks and Dr. |.
Bronowski for the lively and entertaining talks which they gave
to us during the past year. We were fortunate also withour ten
time meetings, at which papers were read by Messrs. Hall, Hunter
Mestel, and Weir.
Our more light-hearted meetings included those of the Bride

Group and the Music Group, which now has a two-speed recor! |
player, together with two visits to the Mathematical Laboratory —
and one to the theatre. We also held the Picnic, the Problem —

Drive, the Christmas Party, and the Dance, which are now firmly

established as Archimedeans’ activities. Our meetings were well
attended, and again we had a record membership.
As retiring president I would thank all those membersof thie —

Society, both in and outside the committee, who worked to makethe _
above events possible, and would wish the new president and her —
committee every success and the same co-operation from all members

of the Society. D. J. H.

  



  

Geometrical Discord

By J. LEECH

in clementary projective geometry, it is often assumed, explicitly
o: implicitly, that the diagonal points of a quadrilateral are not
‘ollinear. The assumption is implicitly made, for instance, whenever
when dealing with the quadrangle we use co-ordinates with the

diagonal triangle as triangle of reference. When setting up pro-
jective geometry on an axiomatic basis, we naturally wish to derive

our theorems from the minimum numberof axioms, and the question |
arises whether this non-collinearity is a consequence of our other
ixioms or not. The answeris that it is not a consequence of the
propositions of incidence in three (or more) dimensions, nor does
i become so if Pappus’ Theorem is assumed also. The purpose of
(lis paper is to outline some of the consequences of assuming that
(le diagonal points are collinear; this will indicate which parts of the
\l1ecory are dependent on the opposite assumption of non-collinearity

ind which are not.

The following statements of our assumption are equivalent:

(i) The diagonal points of a quadrangle are collinear.

(ii) The diagonal lines of a quadrilateral are concurrent.

(iii) If two pairs of points on a line form a harmonic range,

then one pair are coincident.

Let us consider a quadrangle ABCF whose diagonal points are
, E, G. Our assumption is that D, E, G are collinear. This line
is represented on the diagram by a circle. This is unavoidable
since actual points in actual diagrams are ordered, and the axioms
of order suffice to prove the |
contrary of our assumption,
but in projective geometry
we ignore considerations of
order. This quadrangle with

its diagonal points forms a
system of seven points A, B,
C, D, E, F, G lying in threes
on seven lines ABD, BCE,
CDF, DEG, EFA, FGB, GAC
which satisfy the propositions
of incidence in two dimensions

(the system is readily ex-
tensible to three and more
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dimensions) and, degenerately, Pappus’ Theorem. And they

also satisfy our assumption of collinearity. Hence the opposite

assumption of non-collinearity is not deducible from the propositions

of incidence even with Pappus’ Theorem (whichis not a consequence

of the propositions of incidence either).

In this system, the quadrilateral AB, AC, FB, FC has diagonal

lines AF, BC, DG which are concurrent in E, thus the statements

(i) and (ii) are equivalent. The equivalence of (iii) follows from

the usual harmonic properties of the quadrilateral and quadrangle

It will be noted that (i) and (ii) are duals of each other.

The theory of projectively related ranges of points and pencils

_of lines is set up as usual, and the usual definition of the point

conic is made. Pascal’s Theorem is true, so also is the following

special case: If a triangle ABC is inscribed in a conic S, the tangents

to S at A, B, C meet BC, CA, AB respectively in points which lhe

on a line J. This is exactly as usual. But let us examine this

configuration a little more closely. The lines BC, CA, AB, / form

a quadrilateral whose diagonal lines are the three tangents, Hence,

by our assumption, these three tangents are concurrent. This

being true for any three tangents, we have that all the tangents to

S are concurrent. Conversely, making the usual assumption that

a conic meets every line in its plane in at least one point, every

line concurrent with the tangents is a tangent. Let us call this

point of concurrence the Pole of the conic S.

As the usual definition of the polar of a point P with respect to

the conic S as locus of harmonic conjugates clearly fails, we make

instead the definition that the polar of P is the locus of diagonal

points of quadrangles formed by pairs of chords through P, it

being easily proved that these points lie on a line. With our

present assumption P lies on its polar, and we now prove that

the polar of P is the tangent to S through P, which is the joi

of P to the pole of S. Forif not, let the polar of P bea chord of &

meeting it in Q, Q’, and let PR be another chord through P meeting

Sin R, R’.. Then QR meets Q’R’in a point which lies on the polat

of P by definition, but if Q, Q’ are distinct points, this point cannot

lie on QQ’, contrary to the hypothesis that QQ" is the polar of I’

Hence the polar of P is not a chord ofS, and so is a tangent to »

The polar of the point of concurrence of the tangents is not defined,

We have here a part of the theory whichis widely different, wit!

our present assumption, from the usual theory; consequently this

part of the usual theory is dependent on the opposite assumption

In three dimensions, a cone is the aggregate of joins of points of

a conic to a point not in its plane (the vertex of the cone). Ihe

tangent planes to a cone contain a certain line which is the joiti
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of the vertex of the cone to the pole of the conic; this line meets a

plane not through the vertex ofthe cone in the pole of the conic
in which the plane meets the cone. Let uscall this line the axis of
the cone.

The general quadric is defined as usual as the intersection of
corresponding members of two pencils of related planes; its general
plane section is a conic. Choose a general point P and a chord PR
of a quadric QO, and choose two planes 7, 7, containing PR. These
meet Q in conics S,, S, whose poles are distinct from P. Let/,, J, be
the tangents from P to S,, S,, and let z be the plane containing J,, J,.
Since J,, J, are tangents to QO, 7 meets Q in a conic S whose pole
is P. Such a plane is uniquely determined for each point P not on
Q, and we define z to be the polar plane of P. The pole of a plane
am is the pole of the conic in which 7 meets Q. A tangent plane to
© is defined to be the polar of its point of contact. Except that
each point lies on its own polar, this polarity is the sameas usual.
In fact, we can show that the polarity with respect to a quadric
in space of m dimensions is well behaved whenever x is odd, and

degenerates as with the conic whenever 1 is even.

Defining the twisted cubic as usual to be the locus of intersection
of three related pencils of planes, we observe that thereis no loss of
generality if the axes of the pencils are coplanar. In this case,
each pair of pencils of planes generates a cone, these cones meet in
the cubic, and the tangents to the cubic are tangents to the three
cones. Now the tangents to a cone meet the axis of the cone, as
previously defined, and the axes of these three cones (not to be
confused with the axes of the pencils of planes) are in general three
skew lines; consequently the tangents to a cubic I are transversals
of three skew lines and so generate a quadric Q. A general plane
meets I in three points; if it is a tangent plane to Q it meets Q in
two lines, one of which touches I and the other cuts it in one point;

if the point of contact of the plane with Q is on I, these three points
are coincident, and the planeis an osculating plane to I. Thus
the osculating planes to I’ are the tangent planes to Q at points
of ©. A general plane 7 meets I in three points and Q in a conic
S whose pole is P, say; the osculating planes at the three inter-
sections of aw with I touch S and so are concurrent in P. Con-
versely, given a general point P, there are three osculating planes
to I’ containing P, and their points of contact with T lie in a plane
through P. Thus the polarity with respect to Q is identical with
that with respect to I. Also the latter polarity is exactly as usual
and so is independent of the assumption of non-collinearity of the
diagonal points. We may remark in passing that the generalisation
of the twisted cubic in » dimensionsis called the rational normal
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curve; with the usual assumption of non-collinearity, there is a

polarity with respecttoit which is identical with that with respect

to a certain quadric only when » is even, but with the present

assumption, there is such a quadric for any %.

Algebraically, the assumption of collinearity of the diagonal

points is equivalent to drawing co-ordinates from

a

field of character-

istic two, i.e. whose general element a satisfies a+ a=—o. This

is a very pleasantfield to work in as, since + a = — 4,there is no

such thing as a wrong sign. In this field, the pole of the conic

ax® + by® + cz? + fyz + g2x + hxy = 0

is the point (f, g, 4). The other results of this paper are easily

proved algebraically. The system of seven points on seven lines

is based on a field of two elements o and I satisfying

oto=i1+1i1=0,0+1=170=$1,

oxo=oXI=IXO-0,1IkK II.

Cross Number Puzzle
 

 

 

  
        
 

| 2 3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 I 12

a——a———

18

——— -

The letters A, B, C,..., Z represent different numbersless than 32.

; ACROSS DOWN

1. A.U. 1. U(P +L).

3: /S() +. Uj. 2. (E.F.S)? — HI.

6. (A.D)? — B.C 6...

Oi WD. 4. (G.K.P)? + J.L.

io. G+Z 5. D.Z.

1mH-X=X—K=C-V
7. 12B.

14. iw. t 8. T + X.

m4. Y—-I=K+F. 13. M.W.

16. (C+ E) — (V+ F). 15.C+F.

18. (R.B.Q)? — M.N.T. 16.1+W=H-—-R=T-—D

19. N.V. 17. H.Y.

20. Q.X. 20. R.

The solution will appear in our next issue.
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Triposland

By R. SHAW

To live in the world of Part II Mathematics is to live in a world
full of symmetry and simplicity; for it is the home of the smooth
sphere, the ideal gas, the perfect fluid, the simple harmonic motion,
and the regular function (together with all its derivatives). Even
complex numbers are not really complicated.

The objects in this.world are almost all particles, spheres, or
infinite circular cylinders. Not all spheres and cylinders are
allowed, however, but only those with radii a, 6, c,7, R, orp. A few

other bodies exist, but they are always axially symmetric. It is
found that whenevera particle and a body with an axis of symmetry
occur together, the particle lies on the axis of symmetry—this
position no doubt being one of highly stable equilibrium. Occasion-
ally we may find more complex configurations, such as a particle
and two spheres, but then, as we should expect, the spheres are of
equal radius and the particle is at the mid-point of the line joining
their centres.

Part II Mathematics is not without its poetry. Who can remain
unmoved at the spectacle of an infinite, inviscid, incompressible,
homogeneousliquid in irrotational motion under no body forces and
at rest at infinity, and at the thought of a vacuous spherical
bubble of initial radius R in the midst of this solitude?

In complete contrast to the above ‘‘nature poetry,” there is a
style of poetry which imposes a stern discipline of form on its
writers and which, to the beginner, may appear harsh and inhos-
pitable; but many are the masterpieces written in this style, start-
ing:

Given e greater than 0, however small,
there exists 6 = 6(c) greater than o
such that | f(x’) — f(x)| is less than
é€

for all x, x’ in [a, b] and satisfying |x — x’| less thand...

A development of the abovestyle beginsslightly differently:

Given e greater than 0, however small,
there exists 6 = 6(e) greater than o
such that | f(x’) — f(x)| is less than
fifteen-seventeenths of the maximum for x in J,, of |g(«)| divided
by one plus the greater of N, and N,, multiplied by the least
upper bound of the sequence {a,} divided by N(a,b), times ¢

for all x,x’ in [a,b] and satisfying |x — x’| less than 6...;
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but we need not be alarmed, for the poem concludes with touching
simplicity:

. therefore |g(x) — g(x’)| is less than e for |x — x’| less than 6.

The reader himself is probably steeped in poetry of the above
style, and no doubt he will have his favourite lines. Amongst
mine is one from a poem by Peano, which opens with the confident
assertion:

There exists a positive integerI,
and I am always movedbythe glorious surge of
A continuous function
of a continuous function
is a continuous function.

If Part II Mathematics has its poetry, it has also its bad poetry.
Consider the following examples. The first proceeds clumsily and
unconvincingly to its disheartening conclusion, and one is left
with a feeling of dissatisfaction:

It is clear we need not consider cases (a) and (0),
While case (c) is almost trivial.
The problem is then easily seen to be equivalent to...
And the reader will readily convince himself that...
Now Drobycheff has shown that...
While it is well known that...
Also by a simple extension of a theorem due toFinfledinger, we

see, that. 4
It is now quite obvious that...
Hence the result, as the reader

Will easily verify.

On the other hand the second poem, written in the modernstyle,
proceeds with crystal-clear logic to its uplifting termination, and
one is left with a clear, enlightened mind, free from all doubt.
(If not, the reader is probably unaccustomed to the modernstyle,
and, after drinking twoor three cupsof very black coffee, he should
read it throughseveral times.)

In order to prove that the complement of the intersection of
the sets A
is equal to the union of the complementsof
the sets A
we first suppose that a belongs to the complementof the inter-

section of
the sets A
then a does not belong to the intersection of
the sets A —
and hence a does not belong to A for some A

8

  



thus a belongs to the complement ofA for some A
hence a belongs to the union of the complements of
the sets A
secondly we suppose that a belongs to the union of the comple-
ments of

the sets A
then a belongs to the complement of A for some A
hence a does not belong to A for some A
thus a does not belong to the intersection of
the sets A ,
that is a belongs to the complement of the intersection of
the sets A
hence we have proved that the complement of the intersection of
the sets A
is equal to the union of the complementsof
the sets A.

In Part II Mathematics there is also a mystical poetry. Who
does not experience a thrill when he reads:

curl curl = grad div — vy?
and perhaps alarm when hesees:

If div F = o, then curl curl curl curl F = V7(\/2F),
even thoughatfirst he does not understand? But later, the under-
standing comes—before the end of May, one hopes!

The Grantaford Bumps
At Grantaford University, each of the nine colleges puts one

boat on the river for the four-day “‘bumps,”’ rowed on the Cambridge
model, but in a single division.
Excerpt from the “Grantaford Daily News,” 24th February,

1951:*"On the last day, Sandy Surrey reached the Head of the
River for the first time in their history by bumping ‘Second and
Special.’ Lady Marjory succeeded in making four bumps; but
Princesses’, who started Head, went down four places—a fate
shared only by Fitzroy Hall. The races were hotly contested:
though, as last year, there were no over-bumps, there were even
fewer row-overs than then (these are the only occasions on which
the numberhasfailed to reach double figures).”’

If Prince’s were bumpedby St. Joan’s on the first day, and
Monmotth finished above Simonhouse, give the final order of the
nine boats.

(The solution is given on page T4.)
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Large Primes

By J. C. P. MILLER

For seventy-five years, and in spite of many attempts to beatit,
the largest known prime has been p = 2!*7 — 1, identified as such by
E. Lucas. Recently D. J. Wheeler and I have succeeded in identi-
fying some larger ones, making use of Edsac. We have used ©
Fermat’s theorem to test numbers in the arithmetic progression
N = kp + 1, # as above,selecting values of k for which N has no
factor less than 400.

- Fermat’s theorem states that if N is prime andif a is prime to
N, then

| aN-1=1 (mod N).
Wechose a = 2, and found this to be true for k = 114, 124, 388,
408, 498, 696, 738, 774, 780, 934, 978. (Each machine test took
three minutes; there were also about ninety unsuccessful trial
k’s.) However, the converse of Fermat’s theorem is not true, as
can be seen from the special cases

2340 = y (mod 341); a°8 = 1 (mod 561), for a prime to 561.
Hence further work is needed to show that the values of & listed
above give primes—as, in fact, they do.
To see that this is so, we argue as follows. For a particular

k making 2N-! = 1 (mod N), suppose that e is the least exponent
such that

2° = 1 (mod N).
It is readily seen that e is a factor of N — I, i.e. that

Ne=N—-1=hp. |
Hence either (i) e is a multiple of #,

or (ii) k is a multiple of e, so that 2* = x (mod N).
When k < 1024, it can be shown fairly easily that N is too big for
(ii) to be possible, hence (i) must hold.

In case (i), suppose N = g**sY...in prime factors. Now,
there is a least exponent f such that 2/= 1 (mod q*). But, since
g* is a factor of N,

2° = 1 (mod N) = (mod g*),
so thatfis a factor of e. The same is true forg,h, . . . corresponding
to v®, sv¥,... Hence e is a common multiple of f, g, h,...; but
if E is any common multiple of f, g, h,...,

2© = 1 (mod g*), (mod 7*), . . * 9

and hence 2~ = 1 (mod N);
it follows that e is the least common multiple of f, g,,... Hence,

as e contains a factor p, so must at least one of f, g,h,..., say f:

he. 7 = "pp:

IO  



By Fermat’s theorem,

21-1! = I (mod q),
and an extension can be proved showing that

| 2-1" = (mod q®): |

hence f = wf is a factor of (¢g — 1)q*-._ But clearly = (N — 1)/k
cannot divide qg*-1, a factor of N; hence it divides g — 1, and the

prime g = vp + I.

Hence N=kf/+1=(vp+1)(7p +5), say, whence s=I
and, since k <p, wp? = 0; thus y= 0 and v = k (since v 4 0);
and N= kb +1 = vp + is prime.
The values of k listed above thus all give prime numbers and

each was, in succession, and for a few weeks, days, or hours, the

largest known prime.

Wheeler then became more ambitious and tried the sequence
N = kf? + 1, first removingall k for which N hasa factor less than
20,000. By precisely similar arguments it can be shown that if
the Fermat test is satisfied, N must have at least one prime factor
vp +1. Then

N= kf? +1=(vp +1) (rp +5).
As before s=1. Also (v+7)f must be a multiple of #2; hence,
since both are positive, one must be of order . Thus vrf? is
zero, since it cannot be of order £3; so r = 0, v = kf, and N =
kp? + I = vb + I is prime.

The test was satisfied (twenty-seven minutes on Edsac, after
seven similar abortive trials) for k = 180. The resulting number,
P, is the largest known prime at present and has 79 decimaldigits;

P = r80(2??? — 1)? + 15 =

5210 64401 56792 28794 06069 43253 90955 85333 58984 83908
05045 83521 83851 01837 25557 35221.

ADDENDUM.—Since the above note was written, I have heard

in a letter from A. Ferrier (France) that he has identified as prime
the number(2148 + 1)/17, by showing the Fermattest to be satisfied
for a = 3, and with the help of certain auxiliary calculations to
supplement this test. This number, namely _

2098 89366 57440 58648 61512 64256 61022 25938 63921,
is thus the second largest prime known.

Electricity

Makes me write verse of greater or less felicity

And I am filled with the inspiration of the Muses

WhenI think of Laplace’s equation or mendthefuses.
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The Problems Drive

THE following problems were set at the Archimedeans’ 1951
Problems Drive. Competitors were allowed five minutes for each
question. Solutions are given on page 22.

(1) Show how to write down an ” X m determinant such that:
(i) all the terms in its expansion are equal in magnitude, though
not necessarily in sign; (11) it is non-zero.

(2) In the Middle Ages it was customary to store cannon-balls
in square pyramidal piles (one on top, four in the second layer,
nine in the next, and so on). The number andsize of the piles
differed according to the size and importance of the fort. Owing
to the threat of invasion, the Ministry of Defence issued the following
order:

(i) The number of cannon-balls at each fort to be increased by a
factor n.

(ii) All cannon-balls to bestored in triangular pyramidal piles
(one on top, three in the second layer, six in the third, and so on).
Assuming that both the new triangular pyramids and the original

Square ones were complete, and that the number of pyramids in
each fort remained unchanged, what is the smallest factor 1 that
can have been chosen if it was possible to carry out the order
everywhere?

(3) An engineer is told to build a system of roads connecting
four towns whichlie at the vertices of a square, using the minimum
material. What roads does he build?

(4) The plan of a town consists of an equilateral triangle, sub-
divided into nine equilateral triangles of side 100 yards; a main
road leads to each vertex of the large triangle. All roads except
the three main roads are one-way.
No two streams oftraffic ever cross. It is possible to leave the

towncentre by a choice of routes. It is possible to reach
the town centre from eachof the three vertices—from one, by going
only 200 yards.

Give the plan with street-directions marked, and find the lengths
of the shortest routes from the other two vertices to the centre.

(5) Find unequal rational numbers #, q (other than 2, 4) such
that p? = @?.

(6) Show that every ordinary integer can be expressed as the
sum of the squares of two Gaussian integers. (A Gaussian integeris
a complex number a + 7b, where a and 0b are ordinary integers.)

(7) What is the minimum numberof edges of a cube which have
to be traversed twice in order to traverse every edge in a continuous
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path? (It is not necessary to return to the starting point.) Give

reasons. |

(8) A “camel” is an imaginary chess piece which moves like a
knight, but in (3,1) steps instead of (2,1). What is the smallest
number of camels needed to occupy or threaten every square of the
board? Show howit can be done.

(9) Write down the next two numbers of the sequences:
(a) I, 2, 4, 8, 17, 35, 71, 152, 314, 628,...
(b) 0, I, 2, 4, 16,...

Give reasons.

(10) A large town lies on a main road and has an unrestricted
semi-circular by-pass; in the town the speed limit is 30 m.p.h.,
and the traffic lights are spaced on an average 220 yards apart.
The red and green each last half a minute (amber may be neglected).
Assuming your car can start and stop instantaneously, what must —
be its maximum speed to make it worth while taking the by-pass?

(11) Find a number which is reduced to twothirds of its value
whenthefirst digit is transferred to the end.

Note on a Theorem of Euler

By DIOGENES

Euler was great in his own sort of way—
The results that he found were quite good for his day.
But amongall his work lies one gem that excels,

_ That plucks at the heart-strings, the proud spirit quells.
To the mystic, the prophet, the thinker, the sage,
To the white-bearded hermit bent double with age,
Inexpressible solace one formula brought,

Namely em 1 7=0,

If his spirit is weary, his soul is oppressed,
If he wanders and seeks and he cannotfindrest,

If his braces give way andhis trousers fall down,
If he misses his train when he’s going to town—
If a dreadful catastrophe thus should befall,
Why, the mathematician will not mind atall.

For the thought will console (as it jolly well ought)

Thatit’s em* 1 7 = 0,

I3
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Highway Headache

- According to the Highway Code, a motorist approaching a
pedestrian crossing must “‘proceed at a speed which will enable him
to stop before reaching the crossing.’’ The Code also gives a table
of braking distances clearly calculated from the formula |

Braking distance in feet = v + v?/20,

where v is the speed in miles per hour.

A motorist assumes that this formula is correct, and approaches
a crossing just as fast as the law will allow. If his distance from
the crossing at a certain momentis 40 feet, show that ¢ seconds
later it is x feet, where

% ~ 20 exp (3 — 72).

What conclusions can be drawn regarding (a) the mathematical
ability, (b) the conscientiousness, of the average motorist ?

POSTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND BACK NUMBERS

For thebenefit of persons not resident in Cambridge, we have
a postal subscription service. Persons may enrol as permanent
subscribers, and those who advance Ios. or more will receive future

issues as published at 25 per cent. discount. This discount is not
applicable to back numbers.

Copies of EurEKA Nos. 10 and 11 (2s. each, post free) and
Nos. 12 and 13 (Is. 6d. each, post free) are still available. Cheques,
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Building a Noughts and Crosses Machine
By P. C. Parks

CHARLES BABBAGE, who, was Lucasian Professor of Mathematics

at Cambridge from 1828 to 1839, spent much time and money on
the invention of an “analytical engine,’ or calculating machine.
In his autobiography published in 1864 he described how he invented
a machine for playing “‘tit-tat-to,”’ or “‘noughts and crosses,’”’ and
considered the idea of making it and exploiting it as a sideshow to
raise money for his more serious work. Some years later a Dr.

”?

_ Rogers read a paper to the U.S. National Academy suggesting how
such a machine might be constructed, but it was not until 1949
that a noughts and crosses machine was actually put together by
Mr. D. W. Davies of the National Physical Laboratory. This
machine,* constructed with automatic telephone parts, was
exhibited at a soirée of the Royal Society in May of that year.
A humbler machine, constructed with bits of wire and tin cans, was

built by myself in 1950. I have heard of yet another, using sixty
wireless valves, built for the Festival of Britain by Mr. G. Eastell,
of Thetford, Norfolk.
Although my machineis probably the simplest in construction,

its opponents must understand the elaborate system of push-
buttons which they must use during a game. Six blocks of push-
buttons are used, four in “‘A’”’ games, in which the machine’s
opponent starts, and two in “B” games, in which ‘the machine
starts (these games being, in general, shorter!). Figure 1 shows the
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arrangement of these blocks on the face of the machine whichis
about 3 feet by 14 feet in size. The blocks marked 1, 3, 5, 7/9
are used in “‘A”’ games and those marked 2, 4/6 in “B”’ games.
The player makes his first move from the left-hand block in each
case and moves one block to the right for each successive move.
In “‘A’’ gamesthe player makeshis last move, the ninth of the game,
if required, from the same block as his previous move (block 7/9).

‘ \
 

* A photograph is printed in “‘Science News No. 16,’ published by
Penguin Books, Harmondsworth. .
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In “B” games the player does not progress beyond the block 4/6
in any game. The block S is a white screen on which the gameis
indicated by illuminated coloured squares representing noughts
and crosses, and M is a block of main switches and other controls,

From the symmetry of the game we are able to dispense withall
but three push-buttonsin block 1, six in block 2 and seven in block
3. Using a co-ordinate system indicated by Figure 2, we may say
that block ri has push-buttons in the 11, 12 and 22 positions
only, block 2 has them in the positions II, 12, 13, 22, 23 and 33, and
block 3 has them in the positions II, 12, I3, 22, 23, 32 and 33,

These restrictions do not crampthe style of the machine’s opponent,
although he may haveto examinehis plan of attack in a mirror o1
turned through one or two right angles. The machine always
takes as its first move II or 22.
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Fig, 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

When an opponent makes his move, the appropriate square on
the screen S lights up in green and, at the same time, the machine's
reply shows in red. A drawn gameis indicated by the soundingof
a buzzer; the machine celebrates if it wins by ringing a bell; there
isno need of a signal for its defeat. The bell sounds only in a situa-
tion like that shown in Figure 3 (in which the machine’s moves
are denoted by crosses); it is not rung on the occasion of “‘suicide”’
by the opponent, suchas his failure to fill in the square 13 in a game
which has progressed to the stage indicatedby Figure 4.

It would take too long to describe every circuit in the machine,
Let us, however, consider how the machine behavesin a particular

gamein which the machine’s opponent (“noughts’’) starts by occupy
ing square 11. The machine then seizes 22. We suppose that
“noughts” then occupies 12. The game after this progresses to a
draw as shown in Figure 5, the indices denoting the order in which
the moves are made. The corresponding circuits are shown in
Figure 6, where a square marked H(i) denotes the push-button
in the position 27 in the block H. The pressing of 1(11) closes three
circuits; one switches on a green lamp in the I1 position on the
screen S; the second switches on a red lamp in the 22 position, the
machine's reply, and the third feeds current to 3(12) and other
push-buttons of block 3. When 3(12) is pressed the machine's
reply is 13, as would be expected. (Had thefirst move of “‘noughts”’
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been 22, the machine would have replied with 11, and then the
pressing of 3(12) would, through other circuits not shown in Figure
6, have resulted in 32, and not 13, as the machine's reply.) From
3(12) a circuit leads current to 5(31), the logical move for “‘noughts,”’
and so on. The buzzer sounds when 7/9(23) is pressed, but
‘“noughts” may fill in 33, if he is not convinced that the gameis a
draw, by pressing 7/9(33).
When the machine starts it always seizes the position 11. Its

opponent is bound to lose unless he presses 2(22) when a draw will

ensue.
Those who feel inspired to design their own machines may be

interested in one or two technical details. My machine runs
off the mains through a transformer with secondary voltage 2°5V.
‘lash lamp bulbs wrapped with coloured paper are used behind the
screen S, which is made of glass and tissue paper. The push-
buttons are made of squares of plywood withpieces of tin as switch
contacts. The cost need not exceed about £6.

An Electrical Problem

A plane network consists of uniform wires of one ohm resistance
per unit length, lying along the lines x =m (— 0 <m < o)
andy = ”(— 0o <<co). Whatis theresistance of the network
between the points (0, 0), (0, 1), and betweenthe points(0,0), (I, I)?
The solutions will appear in our next issue.
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Book Reviews

An Introduction to the Theory of Statistics. By G. Upny Yute, M.A,,
F.R.S., and M. G. KENDALL, Sc.D. (Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd,,

fourteenth edition, 1950.) 34s.
- This is the fourteenth edition of a book which, since it was first

published in 1911, has become a standard text-book in its subject,
Inthis edition the sections on small sample theory, index numbers,
elementary theory of time-series, and practical problems of sampling
and correlation have been revised and enlarged by Professor Kendall,
Although the introduction clearly states that knowledge of the

calculus is not necessary, the treatment of the book is definitely designed
for those people interested in statistics who have a mathematical
background. The text does provide a complete introductory course
to statistics, and perhaps its best features lie in the numeroustablesol
reference and worked examples which it gives. Too often books of
this kind do not include such comprehensive examples, nor do they
provide such excellent exercises for the student to solve (with hints
and answers). Students of theoretical and applied statistics would
be well advised to work through these. ss MB.

Introduction to Algebraic Geometrv. By W. GORDON WELCHMAN,
(Cambridge University Press, 1950.) 25s.

This book comprises an introduction, by the use of homogeneous
co-ordinates, to the projective geometry of space of any number ol
dimensions, followed by a full and carefully written account of pro»
jective geometry in a plane, in which emphasis is laid on methods which
lend themselves to further generalisation. Its scope is that of the
plane geometry required for Part II of the Tripos, and it will be found
invaluable as a companion to the current lecture courses in Cambridge,
The exposition is clear and detailed, and the author has taken pains
to achieve rigour, especially in his discussion of the theory and applica»
tion of algebraic correspondences. Indeed, this theory is given prom-
inence throughout, and is developed with great care, the chapter
dealing with (2,2) correspondences on a conic, in particular, being
extremely well written. The attentive reader of this book will find
himself equipped with a powerful array of methods for attacking
geometrical problems, and will have nothing to unlearn if he proceeds
to study the subject at a more advancedlevel.
-In short, the volume under review is a welcome addition to the text»

books on the subject, and can be recommended without reserve. The
only serious complaint the reviewer has to makeis the lack of an index,

J. Act,

General Homogeneous Co-ordinates in Space of Three Dimensions. By
E. A. MAXWELL, Ph.D. (Cambridge University Press, 1951.) 158.

The“author’s purpose is ‘‘at once modest and ambitious, namely, to
provide a short introduction to algebraic geometry in space of three
dimensions, to makeclear its spirit, and to prepare the way for deeper
study”; in this he has most admirably succeeded. There are eight
short chapters, entitled: the point, the straight line and the plane; the
quadric surface; the generators of a quadric surface; line geometry;
the twisted cubic; systems of quadrics; applications to Euclidean

  



 

geometry; and the use of matrices. A feature of the book is the large
number of worked “theorem-examples,’’ which, apart from the
importance of the results established, serve as useful models for the
solution of the examples, from Tripos and equivalent papers, with
which the book is well provided. The exposition is everywhere clear
and concise, so muchsoin fact as to suggest the criticism that geometry
is made to appear rather easier than it is. Complications are deliber-
ately avoided, and the author’s use of the phrase “in general’’ may
perhaps leave some critical readers with a slight feeling of uneasiness.
It should not do so, however, for Dr. Maxwell plays fair with his
readers; he clearly indicates where difficulties and special cases may
arise and points the way to a more detailed analysis. One of the great
fascinations of geometry consists of the variety of disguises in which a
particular result may present itself; an attractive and quite elementary
example of this is given in the appendix to Chapter I, where the
configuration of the vertices of a desmic system of tetrahedra is
surprisingly linked with the Euclidean geometry of the lines and
circles associated with a triangle. Special mention should also be
made of the author’s lucid application of matrix methods to thetheory
of line co-ordinates, which considerably simplifies existing treatments.
Dr. Maxwell’s book deserves success and it should introduce many new
readers to a subject which can provide even its most modest devotees
with the satisfaction of personal discovery. D.W.B.

Calculating Instruments and Machines. By D. R. HARTREE. (Cam-
bridge University Press, 1950.) 21s.

This book, which forms a general introduction to mechanised com-

puting for those who have no specialised knowledge in the subject, is
yased upon a series of lectures delivered at Illinois in 1948. Written
by a world authority, the book follows the informal style of the lectures

and is thus extremely easy to read, and there are 13 photographs and
plenty of helpful diagrams. The American edition appeared in Sept-
ember, 1949, and only minor revisions have been madein the present
edition, which is therefore not quite up to date. However, only the
last two chapters are rendered incomplete by the passing of time;
these deal with recent projects, and with the numerical analysis required
in automatic computing (in which only general principles were realised
when the book was written).
The book is divided into two parts, dealing respectively with “‘instru-

ments” (analogue type) and “‘machines”’ (digital type). In his preface,
the author states that he has not attempted to give an unbiassed
survey of all the work which has been done in this field, but one is
nevertheless left with the impression that he has in fact presented a
remarkably well-balanced and clear-sighted account. It is satisfying
to note that a whole chapter is devoted to the work of Charles Babbage,

the Rutherford of automatic computing, whose ideas lay undeveloped
for a hundred years and do not always receive the credit they deserve.
There is an adequate index and an exhaustive list of references. Some
points of presentation might be queried—for example, whether the
treatment of the symbolic circuit notation in Chapter Eight is not too
detailed for the unspecialised reader—but these are minor points in
what is altogether an excellent work. In fact, this book exactly fills a
gap which has been yawning wider ever since automatic computing
began to make great strides at the end of the war. SG
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Probabthty and the Weighing of Evidence. By I. J. Goon, M.A., Ph.D,
(Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd., 1950.) 16s.

Books on probability commonly treat the subject in very different
manners, according as the authoris a philosopher, a mathematician, or
an expert on statistical methods. Philosophical discussions usually
contain some elementary mathematics, but ignore such things as the
“‘chi-squared’”’ test. Books on statistical method use some of the
theorems of the calculus, but have no place for philosophy. Mathe-
matical expositions generally allude briefly (and skimpily) both to the
philosophical interpretations and to the statistical applications of the
calculus. But in each case the parts in which the overlap occurs

_leave author and reader alike slightly uncomfortable.

Dr. Good’s book is a refreshing change. His aim (he says) is to dis-
‘cuss the subject of probability ‘“‘in its own right [without] dispro-
portionate stress on either the philosophical, statistical or mathe-
matical aspects’ (p. v). In each of the three fields, he allows himself
enough room to make his position clear, and in each one he shows

a healthy sense of relevance. Thus, his mathematical sections are

adequately rigorous, but elsewhere he does not allow himself to be
distracted by the mathematical ideal of a “‘proof.’’ When discussing
statistical methods, he recognises that the criterion of a good significance
test is one of utility, and his discussion of the philosophical issues is
equally practical: ‘‘an axiomatic theory,’ he insists, “should always
be supplemented by a set of clearly stated rules, if it is to be directly
applicable. This condition has not often been satisfied in the past”

(p. 5).
The most novel parts of the book are to be found in the last two

chapters. Chapter 6 on “Weighing Evidence’’ shows how,in suitable
cases, one can by an extension of Bayes’ theorem give a numerical
measure to the ‘“‘weight of evidence’”’ which the result of an experiment
provides for or against an hypothesis. This measure of “‘weight of
evidence” or ‘‘gain of plausibility’’ is directly connected with R. A.

_ Fisher’s notion of ‘“‘likelihood’’ (cf. Statistical Methods for Research
Workers), which is interesting in view of Fisher’s own desire to avoid
making use of Bayes’ theorem (p. 62). Dr. Good also shows how his
theory is related to Wald’s work on “‘sequential tests’’ for quality control
of mass-produced goods (p. 64), and to Shannon’s theory of “informa-

tion” (p. 74). :
In Chapter 7 (“Statistics and Probability’’) Dr. Good discusses in

an able and lucid manner how far the standard statistical methods
can be justified on theoretical grounds, as opposed to grounds of
practical utility, and also how far personal judgement is required for
their application (arguing convincingly that it is indispensable).

This is not the place for detailed criticism of Dr. Good’s book. But
there are three general points that are worth mentioning, as they make
the exposition a good deal more obscure than it need be:

(a) Dr. Good speaks of his subject as “‘the logic of degrees of belief
and of their possible modification in the light of experience’’ (p. v).
Now the central question of such a logic will be, ‘“Under what circum-
stances and to what extent is it reasonable to believe that p (and
accordingly expect that p, reckon on it, prepare for it, commit yourself
to the view that p, and so on)?’’ Notice that this question is expressed
in terms of the verbs ‘‘believe,’’ ‘‘reckon on’’ and the like; and not in

terms of the derivative noun “‘belief.’”’ It is only confusing to focus
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discussion of the subject on the phrase ‘‘degrees of belief,’’ especially
when these are referred, to as ““mental phenomena’”’ and spoken of as
more or less “‘intense’’ (p. 1).

(6) Dr. Good proposes to limit the terms “‘unreasonable’’/‘‘reasonable’’
to bodies of belief which involve/do not involve contradictions (p. 3).
This is to adopt too restricted a view of logic and of reasoning, and
needlessly complicates the discussion of “‘certainty”’ and “‘impossibility”’

(pp. 18, 35).
(c) Dr. Gooddiscusses nine widely differing ‘‘theories of probability’

advanced by authors from Jacob Bernoulli to the present time. But
he does not give a very satisfactory account of what such ‘“‘theories’’
are supposed to do for us. Nor does he remark on the oddity of the
fact that what are ostensibly the same questions could be answered
by highly intelligent men in such incompatible ways. Perhaps the
best “theory of probability’’ to adopt would be none at all. Afterall,
since Hertz we have learnt not to ask for a “‘theory of force’ to supple-
ment dynamics. Nor do we now share the puzzlement over ‘“‘points’’
which is shown by the Memo in Berkeley’s Commonplace Book, ‘‘to
examine the mathematicians about their pozmt—what it is—whether
something or nothing; and how it differs from the Minimum Sensibile.’’
We know too well that the words “‘force’’ and “‘point’’ are used in a
number of different ways. Is it not time that we learned the same
lesson in the case of “‘probable,’’ “‘probably’’ and ‘“‘probability,’”’ and
gave up asking for a “‘theory”’ as well as a calculus of probability ?

». HE. T;

The following books have also been received, and reviews will appear
in our next issue:

Operational Calculus. By BALTH. VAN DER Port and H. BREMMER.
(Cambridge University Press.)

An Introduction to the Theory of Control in Mechanical Engineering.
By R. H. MacmiLttan. (Cambridge University Press.)

The Mathematical Association
President: Dr. M. L. CARTWRIGHT, F.R.S.

The Mathematical Association, which was founded in 1871 as the

Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching, aims not
only at the promotion of its original object, but at bringing withinits
purview all branches of elementary mathematics.
The subscription to the Association is 21s. per annum: to encourage

students, and those who have recently completed their training, the
rules of the Association provide for junior membership for a limited
period at an annual subscription of tos. 6d. Full particulars can be
had from The Mathematical Association, Gordon House, Gordon
Square, London, W.C.1.
The Mathematical Gazette is the journal of the Association. It is

published four times a year and deals with mathematical topics of
general interest.
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Veal Spherical Triangles

Prove that any right-angled spherical triangle, whose sides
subtend angles which are rational fractions of a right angle at the
centre of the sphere, either has at least two angles which are right
angles, or has sides which subtend the angles 7/4, 7/4, and 7/3.

The Editor would be glad to receive a simple proof of this result,
as mine is rather long. It is hoped to publish a proof in the next

issue. C. B. H.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS DRIVE

—Liori = jp Siving tal = 28
(2) 4. E.g. a square pyramid with 4 layers contains 30 balls, a

triangular pyramid with 8 layers, 120.
(3) See Figure (1). The roads meet at angles of 120°.

(4) See Figure (2). Distances from A, B, C, to the centre are 200, ©
500, 800 yards respectively.

(1) A simple exampleis aij = {

  
Fig. 2. | Fig. 2.

(5) For any 2, p = (1 + 1/n)", q = (1 + 1/n)"*1 is a solution; e.g.
when ” = 2, p = 23, g = 33.

(6) n=? i: s?; where, if is odd, 7 = 3(” +1), s = }i(m — 1); if
nm = 2m and m is odd, v = 4m +1) + 4(m — 1), s =4(m+ 1) —
4u(m — 1); ifn = 22*m, k> 0, y = 2*1(m-+ 1), s = 2*44(m — 1).

(7) 3. Eachof 6 vertices must be at one end of a doubled edge, so
there are at least 3 such; and a path containing just 3 is easy to find.

(8) 12. E.g.ina6 x 2 block symmetrically placed in the centre.
(9) (a) 1357, 2725. (Powers of 2 in nonary scale.)

(D)- 2"; 22'6. (Recurrence relation dy4,;= 2%.)
(10) 10m m.p.h.
(11) 428571.
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Solutions to Problems in Buteles No. 13
PUZZLE

Acrossi—l. 6X5X4X3xX2xXL 7 —I024. 8. 16 X 23.
g. 840. Io. b&+4=0. II. g1125. 12. —12. 13. 10 — 3. 15. 5§
sint. 17. 666. 18. beast. 19.6 +¢—#% 20. 5 +¢ + # = t0s—s?.
Down:—1. 66% — 7b* — 18b = 5. 2. 500 ~- 4. 3. 40480 — 36t — 22,

4. 30109256031. 5. 20 X II. 6. 153 = 51¢ = #2 + 52, 14. tract.
16. totas. na .

TWO DISSECTION PROBLEMS
(1) Making a cut parallel to one long side of the n-step and at a

distance of 4(m + 1) units from it, we can fit the two resulting parts
together to form a rectangle with sides of m and }(n + I) units. Such
a rectangle can be dissected into three pieces which will form a square
(see H. E. Dudeney, Amusements in Mathematics (London, 1917), 172),
and this can be done so as to leave our smaller piece uncut; thus we
have dissected the n-step into four pieces which will form a square.
When 7 = 8, we obtain a rectangle with sides of 8 and 4$ units, and
‘this can be divided into only two pieces which will form a square
(by a step-form cut); so in this case the problem for the n-step can
be solved in three pieces.
(2) The following solution in eight pieces is due to R. F. Wheeler:

(A) the three-cube intact, (B) the four-cube with a piece (C) 2 x 1’ xif
_ removed from it, (D, E, F, G, H) the five-cube dissected into five
pieces as shown in the left-hand diagram. From the right-hand
diagram, showing the six-cube expanded, piece (G),-a 3.« 2X2
block occupying the corner nearest the eye, is omitted for clarity.
In both diagramspiece (H) is drawn as opaque, other pieces as partially
transparent. |

 
It is apparent that the dissection cannot be effected in less than

eight pieces using only planes parallel to the faces, since then each
vertex of the six-cube must be on a separate piece. We would welcome
a proof that the sameis true without the restriction,
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